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Every day, individuals use tickets, a train ticket, a lunch ticket, a movie ticket, or the unforgettable special, long awaited concert ticket. With this often small piece of paper, doors are opened to necessities or to utter enjoyment.

Used but once, tickets hold the memories of fun filled times, of experiences never to be forgotten. Because of a ticket, dreams can become reality for the ticket bearer creating what is only imaginable until the door opens. Then before us is the memory waiting to be created. This year’s BERLINER is your ticket to peer into a year full of memories.

We can all remember standing in an airport somewhere, holding ticket and boarding pass in hand, waiting to climb aboard the flight that would carry us into the walled city. Because of this carbon-filled ticket, we would be given the opportunity to see first hand what most only see on the printed page. Our eyes would be able to gaze upon Berlin and its history, its
structures remaining from the past and its struggles reaching for the future and for freedom.

With identification card or ticket in hand, we board the U-Bahn or bus and journey downtown to the Kurfürstendamm, the main thoroughfare, alive with action and movement. Before us is the Europa-Center, shop and restaurant filled. From there we stroll through an area of Berlin once leveled by allied air raids during W.W. II. The most predominant structure that captures our eyes is the Kaiser Wilhelm Memorial Church, a skeletal remain from the pre-war period. Encrusted with gold, its clock beats the seconds of both the past and the future of Berlin. Here surrounding the relic, is one of the major shopping centers of Europe, lined with shops for all, with something for everyone.
Moving away from the famed "Kudamm," we discover the Tiergarten; history old and new, thrives in this area. Built between 1788-1791, the Brandenburg Gate, once the gate to the heart of the city, sits isolated meters within the iron curtain. Still homeless, is the Reichstag Building, once the seat of German Empire’s Parliament. Partially destroyed by fire towards the end of the war, the Reichstag was restored between 1937 and 1971. At the end of the Victory Column, the Charlottenburg Palace catches our eyes with its aristocratic yellow tint of royalty. Once the summer residence of queen Sophia Charlotte, it now serves as a gallery and museum.

But Berlin not only has palaces, but also buildings of major modern-day significance. We can see the Olympic Stadium, where Jesse Owens won four gold medals under the spiteful eye of Adolf Hitler. We can see the Schoneburg Town Hall, where John F. Kennedy gave his famous "Ich bin ein Berliner" speech. In Kleist Park, the old court house, now the Berlin Air Safety Center Building, echoes with the trials presented before the Nationalist People’s Court, against those who tried to assassinate Adolf Hitler. We can see Tempelhof Central Airport, once the central airport for the city, that now serves as the facility for the Air Force. At Tempelhof, we see the Airlift Memorial, paying tribute to the allies that risked or lost their lives during the Berlin Airlift between June 26, 1948 and September 30, 1949. Every ninety
seconds, an allied aircraft landed on the runway at Tempelhof; in all delivering 1.8 million tons of food and 16,000 tons of industrial supplies to sustain the city’s life-line.

But there is more to Berlin than the relics of an unpleasant war. There are dense forests with miles of paths, including 32 square miles of the Grunewald or “Green Forest.” Dark, rich green pines line the paths that lead to lakes such as the Schlachtensee and Krumme Lanke. The most popular is the Wannsee, with endless recreation possibilities.

With that ticket and boarding pass, the door to endless opportunity opened, allowing us to do far more than peer into a fascinating city surrounded by a wall. This yearbook is the ticket to peer into a year of endless memories of the 1988-1989 school year.
15th Annual Allied Noncommissioned Officers Ball Berlin

Tempelhof "B" Halle
12.00 Per Person
Formal Military Dress

Saturday 8 Oct 1988
900 hrs Cocktails
1200 hrs Dinner

requests the pleasure of your company
on Friday, 29 July 1988, at 1:30 p.m.

VOLKSFEST OPENING CEREMONY

R.S.V.P. by Reply Card
• Please bring this card
• Admission

�DALLAS in Dahlem" Festival Beer Tent
Volksfest Grounds
Marshallstrasse (Dahlem)
TATTOO
BERLIN
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U.S. AIR FORCE BALL
FEATURING USAF GALAXY BAND
17 SEPTEMBER 1988

MESS DRESS OR
SEMI FORMAL
TCA B-HALL
$10.00
1900 DINNER
Division Page 7
CLASS OF ’89

Senior Class Senators: (Top to Bottom) Allison Elwood, Dexter Hawthorne, Ashley English

Senior Class Officers: (Left to Right) Gregory Hubbell (V. President), Candice Howard (Secretary), Keri Cutting (President), and Gregory Hall (Treasurer).

Joy Ainsworth
Dequ Geilana Ali
Lori Barnett
Cillia Batchelor

Stacey Batson
James Bender
John Brady
Kenneth Brubaker

10 Seniors
Patrick Buchwald
Natasha Bunnell
Roberta Burden
Anne-Marie Carey

Stephanie Carney
Tey Marie Carson
Shannon Cashwell
James Conway

Keri Cutting
Kasandra Daniel
Christy Davis
Lavanya Doddamani

Carolyn Donelson
Michelle Doxey
Chip Duet
Dale Duet
Tammy Dunaway
Nicole Elliott
Amy Ellis
Allison Elwood

Kenneth Emerson
Ashley English
Anthony Fergus
Eric Fitzpatrick

SENIOIRS

Jon Fleckenstein
Thaddeus Freeman
Jennifer Fullerton
John Gisy

Deo Gromley
Michael Haddock
Gregory Hall
Joseph Hammond
Cherif Hanafi
Kevin Hanson
Lynn Hardaway
Ron Hawthorne

Denise Hipskind
Geraldine Holm
Angela Horton
Candice Howard

Gregory Hubbell
Hilton Huff
Maria Iranzo
Christopher Jillson

Dietrich Knapp
David Koppenhaver
Satoko Kume
Kelley Lilly

HAVE IT
Lacey Mabe
Chris Marvin
Earl McDonald

Donaji McWhorter
Tomarah Mosconi
Randi Nelson

Kimberly Newcomer
Patrick O'Leary
Edward Palmer

Carroll Pearson
Robin Pearson
Michele Perez
Tanya Price
Eldred Ramtahal
Richard Rapp

James Rejzek
Chris Rice
Willie Robinson

Fred Sagor
Mike Staal
Kara Talbot

Cindy Thomas
Gregory Turk
Rachel Vasquez

IN 1989
1. Seniors show signs of spirit during Spirit Week. 2. Eldred Ramatatal and Mike Haddock show their Senior Spirit by dressing in their 60’s threads. 3. Everlasting friendships at Berlin American High School.
Above: The Three Amigas (Jennifer Fullerton, Lynn Hardaway, Kara Talbot), Top right: Daydreaming (Allison Ellwood), Bottom right: The brothers bust a pose (Mike Haddock, Thaddeus Freeman, Eldred Ramtahal), Below: The good, the bad, and the ugly. But which is which? (Pat O'Leary, Joe Hammond, Jon Fleckenstein)
JUNIORS

Well guys, we are almost there! Just a step away! Behind us though, we will leave all the memories we created through our Junior year in school. I hope that they were the best of memories. Powder Puff was a lot of fun, and no matter what, we will be the champs next year. We really came together and helped each other out through all those hard times and laughed together through the good ones. Fundraisers were fun! The car wash was wet and wild! May there be many more in the future. May all of the Juniors of 1989 stick together for another year, our Senior year, and help to make that year just as good as this one has been. Congratulations on all of your accomplishments!

Jennifer Halpin

President Jennifer Halpin, Vice President Arthur Swanson, Secretary George Worthington, Treasurer Brian Adams.

Senators: James McCorquodale, Erik Caldwell, Jennifer French, and Michael Newcomer.
Brian Adams
William Adams
Joseph Adams
Chris Alford

Jennifer Allen
Leslie Alvarez
Robyn Armstrong
Steven Barnett

James Berg
Robin Binkley
Timothy Beehan
Joseph Brodman

Timothy Burns
Erik Caldwell
Matthew Cashwell
Raphael Clark

David Clifford
Eric Cloney
Suzanne Crispin
Nicole Crockett
Christopher Moore
Michele Morgan

Faeela Morshed
Michael Newcomer

Mary Ann Newkirk
Janae Norris
Renard Owens
Iwalani Pecqueur

Nina Pepoy
Senja Pepoy
Reneia Phoenix
Deanne Pisani

Gregory Price
Andrew Redmond
Erik Reed
Tony Ribble
George Worthington
Shanetta Younger
Jerry Zinn

Not Pictured:
Anthony Alston
Sarah Coggins
Brian Fatherlos
Melissa Fitchett
James Williamson

Top left: “I forgot my combination again!”
Top right: The studs of the Junior class.
Bottom left: “Oh, Tim, you’re so funny!”
Bottom right: “Scared you, huh?”
Top left: Gary, you're just too bad to handle!
Top right: Becky in all her glory.
Middle left: Help me! Help me!
Bottom right: Hey there, good lookin'.
Bottom left: Yes, we're all proud to be Juniors!
Class Officers
Left to right: Kim Vroom, Treasurer; Whitney Warren, Vice-President; Shelly Watts, President; and Kathleen Hildenbrand, Secretary.

1. Get it together.
2. Catching flies.
3. Brain Strain!!
4. Tardy AGAIN!!
5. Somebody didn't do their job.
Mores

Class!!
Stephen Abrams
Ivan Aguilui
Jeremy Ainley
Michele Alvarez

Marlaure Ballard
Lawrence Bentz
Donnica Best
Andrea Brown

Karen Burnette
Benjamin Carey
Helen Carr
Marie Chandlee

John Clements
Toranique Coleman
Carissa Comte
Shanna Crispin

Donnyell Davis
James Davis
Gregory Davis
Shonda Davis

30 Sophomores
NOT PICTURED

Guy Baram
Keith Colon
David Duchworth
Nicole Lawrence
Kimberly Mulch
Richard Rodriguez
Jeremy Thomas
Donovan Woolridge

3:45-Time to go home.

Camera shy!

Shelley's all wet in this one

Left: A typical Monday morning.

Right: Hmmnm ... looks good.
What are you looking at?

Old friends.

Whitney Warren and Bruce Sora. Our Homecoming representatives.

New friends.

Studious Sophomores?!

Section Editor: Bethany Knapp
Freshmen!!
CLASS of 1992!!

Freshmen

Starting out new
Scared and lonely,
but all ready for
challenges.
We stand together
as FRESHMEN,
As a class that is one.
To prove ourselves as
strong and ready for
VICTORY over all other
CLASSMEN!!

The Freshmen Class was full of school spirit this year. Under the leadership of its energetic president, Peter Velazquez, the class was able to win the Cafeteria Decorations for Spirit Week held in October. Also the Class of '92 provided a terrific Valentine's Dance and sold Candy Grams to go with the occasion. We know that in the next three years, the Class of '92 will show the same enthusiasm, and will succeed in all their goals!
FRESHMEN SPIRIT

Senator Monica Heuer

Senator Karen Ward

Senator Kim Nix

The mad typist strikes again!

Not Pictured

9th graders suffer through English!!

Warren Harris
Xerxes Hawkins
Jeremiah La Morena
Dennis Murphy
Coral Ramos
Kenneth Wise
1. Jeannie Aguiguí
2. Christine Albrecht
3. Keith Armstrong
4. Antony Ashley
5. Kristina Ashley
6. Nazri Bahari
7. Erin Brady
8. Daniel Brennan
9. Richard Brubaker
10. Nick Buck

11. Jonathan Burns
12. Casey Caillavet
13. Arneica Campbell
14. Ryan Cantu
15. Carlos Clark
16. Mike Clark
17. Nicole Clayton
18. Chris Cloney
19. Lori Cole
20. Jamie Cress  
21. Antjuan Cunningham  
22. Joseph DeRouselle  
23. Kelly Dillon  
24. John Dolan  
25. Thomas Dorsey  
26. Monica Doxey  
27. Tamica Edwards  
28. Chris Eger  
29. Leanne Emerson  
30. Michele Engels  
31. Richard Farley  
32. Yoeanna Feliciano  
33. Clarence Ferguson  
34. Antoine Ferrette  
35. Jerney Fortune  
36. Anthony Foster  
37. Jennifer Freeman  
38. Thiron Freeman
1. Fiona Furman
2. David Gagnon
3. Karlton Gholston
4. Mary Hammerle
5. Virgil Harris
6. Toby Harrison
7. Tracy Hartin
8. David Herren
9. Michele Heuer
10. Monica Heuer

11. Kevin Hipskind
12. Jason Holm
13. Jodi Hyde
14. Angie Jackson
15. Michele Jones
16. Jason Josli
17. Joel King
18. Latricia Lewis
19. Anita Manthei
20. Rebecca Marrant
21. Carlos Marshall
22. Karen McCarthy
23. Edward McDonald
24. Melinda McGinnis
25. Nicole McGinnis
26. Leslie McKee
27. Maria Medina
28. Melinda Mercado
29. Melanie Naetebusch

30. David Newkirk
31. Kimberly Nix
32. Lori Alvarez
33. Stephen Parham
34. David Peoples
35. Thomas Piotrowski
36. Carmen Ramsey
37. Daniel Reed
38. Melody Rice
1. Donald Richard  
2. Jacqueline Salas  
3. Juanita Schatz  
4. Daud Shaw  
5. Tonya Sheets  
6. Jesse Singh  
7. Marini Singh  
8. Mark Slack  
9. Sekeyna Smith  
10. Dennis Snyder  

11. Adrian Sora  
12. David Speare  
13. Kenneth Spratt  
14. Michelle Stephenson  
15. Jon Stephenson  
16. Daryl Tell  
17. Robert Thibadeau  
18. Robert Vasquez  
19. Peter Velasquez
20. Karen Ward
21. Arrica Wheeler
22. Teige White
23. Jeffery Williams
24. Casey Wyatt

"Backing up the Freshmen class during Spirit Week."

Section Editors:
Melanie Naetebusch
Carmen Ramsey
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Faculty
Faculty

Mr. Steinaman
Principal

Ms. Denecke
Asst. Principal

Ms. Nelson
Guidance Counselor

Mr. Wieland
Guidance Counselor

Ms. Anderson,
Health, Home Economics

Mr. Babineau
Computers

Ms. Bahari
Typing, Business
Ms. Edwards
Computer Clerk

Mr. Eichner
Industrial Arts

Mr. Ellis
Science

Ms. Fortier
Learning Impairment

Ms. Greer
English

Ms. Harrison, Ms. Holman
Learning Impairment

Mr. Higgins
Talented and Gifted

Mr. Hildenbrand
Math

Mr. Hubbell
English
Mr. Huebner  
Science

Ms. Hutchinson  
Supply

Ms. Joyce  
Main office

Mr. Kelb  
Music

Ms. Knapp  
English, Spanish

Ms. Kramer  
Attendance

Mr. Lazenby  
Science

Mr. Lyon  
English

Mr. Mason  
Math
Maj. Torres, Sgt. Rivers, Sgt. Wayne
JROTC

Ms. Wilger
Drug and Alcohol Counselor

Ms. Williams
Media Center Assistant

Ms. Wilson
LRC Specialist

Ms. Winchester
Reading Lab Specialist

Not Pictured—

Ms. Snyers
Art

Mr. Roach
Auto Shop, Math, Electronics

Section Editor—Kathleen Hildenbrand

Just One of the Guys
Baby Pictures

1. Mr. Babineau
2. Ms. Kramer
3. Ms. Talbot
4. Ms. Snyder
5. Mr. Hildenbrand
6. The Nelson Twins
7. Ms. Stanley
   Ms. Greer
BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN'S
TUNNEL OF LOVE EXPRESS TOUR

FRIDAY
21 OCTOBER 1988

ACT

FOR COLORED GIRLS WHO HAVE CONSIDERED SUICIDE, WHEN THE RAINBOW IS ENUF

OPEN AIR '88

LIVE IN CONCERT GUEST

BERLIN Platz der Republik

MARCEL AVRAM MAMA CONCERTS

Platz der Republik

OPEN AIR '88
Student Council

Executive Board
Pres.: Kara Talbot
V. Pres.: Jennifer Allen
Sec.: Wendy Stiver
Treas.: Bethany Knapp
Par./Hist.: Brian Adams 2nd
       Jennifer Fullerton 1st
Seniors
Pres.: Keri Cutting
V. Pres.: Greg Hubbell
Sec.: Candice Howard
Treas.: Greg Hall
Senators: Tey Carson
          Allison Elwood
          Ashley English
          Dexter Hawthorne
Juniors
Pres.: Jenny Halpin
V. Pres.: Art Swanson
Sec.: George Worthington
Treas.: Brian Adams
Senators: Erik Caldwell
          Jennifer French
          Mike Newcomer
          James McCorquadedale
Sophomores
Pres.: Shelly Watts
V. Pres.: Whitney Warren
Sec.: Kathleen Hildenbrand
Treas.: Kim Vroom
Senators: Larry Bentz
          Ryan Dillon
          Lienid Hughes
          Wendy Nix
Freshmen
Pres.: Peter Velasquez
V. Pres.: Jeannie Aguiui
Sec.: Nicole Clayton
Treas.: Michelle Salas
Senators: Monica Heuer
          Kim Nix
          Tonya Sheets
          Karen Ward
Club Representatives
Band: Alisa Sowers
Drama: Amy Ellis
JROTC: Scott Brady
MUN: Matt Cashwell
Newspaper: Lynn Hardaway
NHS: Gary Giegler
Outdoor Ed.: Mike Weitzel
Spanish: Nicky Coleman
Yearbook: Melanie Naetebusch
Student Council is the voice of democracy for students here at BAHS. None of this however would have been possible, without the respect, guidance, and patience of our advisor and friend, (and sometimes our mother,) Mrs. Fraz Talbot.
Early Grads

Congratulations!!
Early Graduation,
February 1, 1989


Richard stares at his diploma, thankful that it is all over.

Eldred Ramtahal and Earl McDonald congratulate Tony Fergus. (Actually, Eldred came for the cake!!)

Jennifer and her parents smile while reading a congratulations card.
National Honor Society


National Honor Society, whose members are chosen for their scholarship, leadership, character, and service to the school, began its new school year by acquainting new students with Berlin American High School. Starting this off, they had an induction ceremony this winter at the American Community Chapel. To be in NHS, you must have at least a 3.2 grade point average. The president of this chapter is Scott Brady, Vice President is Ashley English, Secretary is Sato Kume, and Treasurer is Kara Talbot.

Sato, Mrs. Knapp, and Ashley display the NHS banner.

Members brainstorm for more service project ideas.
Talented and Gifted
members pictured

Grade 10: Mr. Higgins, (bottom) Kathleen Hildenbrand, Bethany Knapp, Jamie Favati, Kim Vroom, and Candy Weaver.


Grade 8: Tom Williams, Christy Smith, Mr. Higgins, Wendy Ottley, (bottom) Tucker Cornwell, David Scharfbillig.
Model United Nations (MUN) sent ten students to represent BAHS at the Hague International Model United Nations (thimun). They traveled as the Qatar Delegation, a small Arab League country in the Persian Gulf. The Qatar Delegation discussed questions such as the ban of Chemical and Biological Weapons, the debt crisis, famine relief, Namibia, etc. . . . Mr. Bloom, sponsor, when asked earlier this year what he wanted from the delegation he said, "I expect them to have their resolutions in order, to have done their research, to be psyched up, and with these things, then they'll have done their job."

Members: Ashley English, Eric Fitzpatrick, Greg Hall, Dietrich Knapp, Mike Staal, Cat Curry, Mike Weitzel, Kathleen Hildenbrand, Bethany Knapp, George Worthington, and Amy Ellis.
Mock Elections

Vice President Bush played by Erik Fitzpatrick

Senator Dan Quayle played by George Washington

VOTE BUSH

Governor Michael Dukakis played by Ashley English

Senator Lloyd Bentsen played by Kara Talbot

VOTE DUKAKIS
Press correspondents Peter Jennings and Bernard Shaw played by Mike Stall and Greg Hall. Moderator Amy Ellis as herself.

Faculty Sponsor/Coordinator: Mr. Bluem

BAHS VOTES BUSH

On October 27, 1988, 73% of the students who participated in the mock elections at BAHS cast their vote for Bush. Dukakis caught a meager 18% of the votes.

The election was part of a national mock election taking place in high schools throughout the United States, which overseas DODDS schools participated in as well.

Mr. Bluem, coordinator, sponsored an assembly in which the Republican and democratic party candidates were represented by four high school students, who debated issues of concern before the presidential hopefuls. In addition to the states and the election students were polled on their opinions in different subjects of national interest.

When faced with the question of tougher penalties for drug possession, 83% voted them with only 10% opposing. 83% also favored new government programs for the homeless while 7% were opposed to such a set up. Asked whether they felt the U.S. should aid the Contra rebels in Nicaragua, 48% were decided, 23% said yes, and 29% felt we should not. Many thanks to Mr. Bluem, Mrs. Talbot, and all who helped to make this event possible.
Berlin Against Drugs (BAD) was started this year with a trip to Stuttgart, where 11 BAHS students learned about the dangers of drugs and how to prevent their abuse and the destruction this abuse entails. After this, regular Monday meetings were established and plans made to raise money for the April trip to Atlanta, Georgia, where the next PRIDE Conference was held. Among the fund raising ideas were a Pie Throwing Raffle, Bake Sales, Car Washes, a Terrific Dance, etc. . . . We thank all those who supported a drug-free world and who will continue supporting a drug-free world!!

OFFICERS:
President-John Marsh
V. President-Myke Newcomer
Secretary-Nazri Bahari
Treasurer-Wendy Nix

Members:
Top Row Left:
Bottom Row Left: Nazri Bahari, Kurt Talbot, Myke Newcomer, John Marsh, Kim Nix, Julie Archer

Members Not Pictured:
David Clifford, Doreen Evans, Jamie Favati, La Porthia Hawthorne, Meredith Knapp

Myke Newcomer shows one of the many ways to just say “NO!”
Erin and Apple get into the cut of things.

Letitia concentrates on finding just the right part to comb away.

This year the Cosmetology classes (divided into three main areas: Hair, Nails, and Personal Development) went far. The nails classes gave free manicures and pedicures. The hair classes shampooed and premixed hair (on dummies and real models) Personal Development put on a fashion show in January for the community to see how talented the 13 young ladies who performed for the show are out on stage. Also the fashion show provided the opportunity to use classroom experience in such areas as nails, hair and make-up. Mrs. Retliff said she was quite satisfied and that the fashion show was a success as it had never been before.

I finally got my hair just the right way thanks to BAHIS COSMETOLOGY!

Karen and Maria are caught in another hairy situation while looking for just the right cut!
The BAHS Drama Club got a fresh start this year with the arrival of Mr. Robbins, the new Drama teacher. The club's first performances were three one-act plays: *Interview*, *This Property is Condemned*, and *The Happy Journey to Trenton and Camden*. The people participating in these plays were: Tasha Bunnell, Sarah Coggins, Cat Curry, Amy Ellis, Gary Giger, Cathy Houston, Greg Hubbell, Thomas Lint, Chris Moore, Kimberly Newcomer, Kevin Steinman, Michelle Tuell, and George Worthington.

The Drama Club also sent some actors to the Drama Fest in Frankfurt, which lasted from March 12-15.
The Drama Club Takes Two
Left: Straight rows!
Right: Another stripe!!

The purpose of the 17th AJROTC Battalion is to teach cadets to become better citizens. AJROTC strives to increase a cadet's academic and leadership abilities. Outstanding cadets are placed in leadership roles which allow them to exercise their potential and learn to be responsible for their own actions. AJROTC places great emphasis on citizenship, leadership, and responsibility as these qualities are necessary in both military and civilian life.

Senior Army Instructor ...  
Army Instructor ...  
Battalion Commander ...  
Executive Officer ...  
Command Sergeant ...  

MAJ (Ret) Irvin Torres  
1SG (Ret) Jack L. Wayne  
C/LTC Scott Brady  
C/MAJ Eldred Ramtahal  
C/CSM Earl McDonald

Left: How do you put it together? I knew the directions were around here somewhere, Top: Uh, Yes, sir. No Sir. Yes Sir. Top left: Shoes, check. Braaa, check.
1st row: MSG Tell, Iman, Daniels, Cromely, Bender, Newcomer, Hawthorne, Wyatt, Robinson, Brady, Ramthall, SSG Wayne. 2nd row: Adams, Lint, Jillsom, Davis, Harris, Rouse, McFerson, Dean, Swanson, McDonald. 3rd row: Foss, Harris, Sager, Abrams, Parham, Perry, Edwards, Tillery. 4th row: Brubaker, Rice, Wieczorek, Wolar, Bindy, Nunez, Caillaret, Erensatt. 5th row: Foster, Jillsom, Watson, Gier, Snyder, Kendal, Colon. 6th row: Peoples, Watkins, Clark.

Left: Please don't stick me sir! Right: Paper work, and more paper work, and then more paper work.
BERLIN
Concert Band

The Concert Band at BAHS had a very busy schedule this year! Starting off, the band cheered their team on by playing at all the home football games. Also, in the fall, they had a fall formal concert on November 8 in the gym. In December the band played familiar Christmas songs, which everyone enjoyed. On April 19, Concert Band had their spring concert. Not too long after that, the band members played at the TCA Open House. At Graduation the band members played for the seniors.

SOPA stands for the Symposium on Performing Arts. Students auditioned for this in December. The students from Berlin who made SOPA are Steve Barnett and John Marsh on the trumpet, Tom Lint on the tuba, Sonja Pepoy and Michelle Tuell playing flute, Keith Armstrong on the alto saxophone, Carmen Ramsey and Roberta Burden on the clarinet, and Antjuan Cunningham the tenor sax. SOPA was held in Berlin this year from Feb. 22-23, with a concert on the 25th.

A special recognition, that few students receive, is Honors Band, consisting of the most select members from all of DODD schools in Germany. The only band member from Berlin who made Honors Band was Kevin Steinman, he will be playing the trombone.

Keith Armstrong
Steve Barnett
Robin Bindy
Roberta Burden
David Clifford
Rico Cunningham
Michelle Dean
Chris Eger

Ken Emmerson
Doreen Evans
Christina French
Angel King
Scott Koppenhaver
Stephanie Kunkle
Wendy Ottley
Thomas Lint

Daniel Lynagh
John Marsh
Kim Mulch
JJ Norris
Sonja Pepoy
Carmen Ramsey
Valerie Roach
Angie Robertson

Willie Robinson
Adrian Sora
Alisa Sovers
Thomas Stelko
Kevin Steinman
Michelle Tuell
Greg Wasson
Tom Williams
The Intermediate Band this year has performed at their fall concert on November 1 and a Christmas concert. Their spring concert was filled with lively songs. This Band also performed with Concert Band at Graduation.


Beginning Band Members: Donntel Bailey, Tamara Ball, Kinshaha Banks, Matthew Barnett, Kelly Brady, Matthew Calkins, Heather Clifford, Christopher Cloney, Orlando Colon, Robert Godwin, Kim Gonzales, William Grey, Darla Grice, Simon Huizar, Daniel Hall, Tom Jones, Marrisa McKinnies, David Mitchell, Nathaniel Moore, Donald Ownby, Corry Perry, Kurt Talbot, Fred Titielli, Keri Piotrowski, Nicole Tuma, Amanda Vroman, David Peoples, Sekeyna Smith, K. Washington

Beginning band has also had a very busy year. This class played at the Christmas Concert only months after learning how to play their instruments. This class also had another concert this spring.
Members:
Kristina Ashley
Arneicia Campbell
LaShawn Currie
Dale Duet
Jackie Edwards
Anthony Fergus
Monica Heuer
Denise Hipskind
Brandon Honeycutt
Satoko Kume
Melinda McGinnis
Chris Moore
Kim Newcomer
Wendy Nix
Theresa Pheonix
Dawn Pierce
Chris Stewart

Top: At the Christmas Concert, the concert choir gives an excellent program. Bottom: Another day, another fourth period, as the choir sings again.
Chorus

Junior High Members:
Christine Eger
Susanne Fountain
Dana Guerra
Paul Hunger
Jessica Johnson
Thomas Jordan
Jamie Lint
Sandra Moreno
Marcie Mutter
Rebekah Norris
David Scharfbillig
Denita Sherrill
Dan Walker III
Clarence Ware
Dear Editor,

Where can I find hot news, exciting features, stimulating editorials and action packed sports? I've yet to figure it out.

Thanks,
Frustrated

Dear Frustrated,

I've found the answer. Look inside the BAHS TIMES. Just reach inside your pocket and pull out a quarter and then you'll find school news, the sports events you never made it to because of the duty train, upcoming concerts and movie reviews. We'll save you money with our album reviews. We've even got cartoons, often in protest over events that concern the student body of BAHS. Each month or so the staff works hard to get the stories lined up so that we can get them out to you. We encourage you to write letters, and remember... it's your paper.

Sincerely,
the editor

1st semester staff: Cherif Hanafi, Clarence Ahon, Richard Rapp, Janie Favati, Keith Brown, Amy Ellis and her pillow, Lynn Hardaway, Chris Marvin, Tey Carson, Robin Pearson, Kevin Hanson's arm and leg, Kris Stewart, Jonny French, Candice Howard, and Allison Elwood. Missing-Greg Hall and Kathleen Hildenbrand. Thaks A-Joy for taking the picture!!
Tey and Chris are happy campers as they race to meet their next deadline. Clarence and Candice both smile as another page comes off the printer. Ms. Greer, Lynn, Jenny, Clarence, and Ken all smile while attending the Journalism Conference held in Neunberg in November.

Kena Brubaker rushes off to get that perfect shot.

There is so much to do, and so little time.

My mother said there would be days like this.
Stop taking pictures and hand me the white out. We are pressed for time.

We're running out of white out!!

Hungry Greg?

Leave me alone! I'm trying to finish my layout.

I can't believe we're still working! Only 48 pages to go!
ENGLAND TRIP

On November 10th, thirteen bleary eyed students joined Mr. Schmoll on the annual England Trip leaving via the Duty Train. With stops all across southern England, they got an overall picture of England's past and present. Stopping in Dover, Stratford, Canterbury, battle Abey, Oxford, and London, they visited such historical sites as the birthplace of Shakespeare, Dover Castle, Canterbury Cathedral, and the Towers of London. According to Mr. Schmoll, "It was the best trip ever!" Cheerio!

Left to right: Wendy Stiver, Mr. Schmoll, Angela Horton, Lynn Hardaway, Kevin Hanson, Greg Hall, Whitney Warren, Bryan Adams, Tim Boehm, Greg Hubbell, Mike Staal, Chris Jillson, Candice Howard, and Kim Sullivan.

Big Ben looms over parliament and Westminster Abbey. Below: Chris, Whitney, and Bryan play dress up at the Royal Shakespeare Theatre.

Brynn, Greg, Candice, Chris and Wendy make a face at Mr. Schmoll as they head off to another site.

"Don't miss it!" They tried not to miss anything while in London.

Bo tries to stand up straight after a long bus ride into London from Stratford.
It was a week of continuous challenge! From the tree obstacle course to rappeling; from running in knee deep snow (in shorts) to jumping into ice-water for a quick dip!! Everyone who went on this trip learned a lot about themselves and usually found out that they were much stranger than they thought!!

How many of us thought we could (or would) actually jump into a tank full of cold water and fish? Or go hiking miles up a mountain to reach our cabin?!!

When we left our cabins in the mountains, we left skills and memories we will never forget and will encourage all those who need a challenge or time to learn about themselves, to attend the outdoor education week next year.

Attending were: Mikeal Weitzel, George Worthington, Aaron Raoch, Russel Ottley, David Clifford, Steven Barnett, Erik Caldwell, J.J. Norris, Scot Koppenhaver, Paul Hunger, Andrew Keese, Ben Carey, Shannon Cashwell, Alisa Sowers, Valerie and Candy Weaver.
nineteen
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Junior High
Eighth Graders continue

Top Row
Richard Abram
Julie Archer
Tamara Ball
Shawn Barndollar
Deborah Ben Maor
Michael Benson

Middle Row
Miissa Bessent
Donyetta Best
Richard Best
Heather Best
Ryan Bindy
Kelly Brady

Bottom Row
Katrina Brailsford
Raymond Bruels
Tammy Calkins
Luis Cancel
Michael Card
Tymesha Chatmon
Top Row
Jennifer Christian
Jason Cleveland
Nikki Cohens
Jessica Cole
Chasity Coney
Heidi Consaul

Middle Row
Tucker Cornwell
Keith Cottrill
John Cutting
Thomas Daniel
Michelle Dean
Octaviza Diaz

Bottom Row
Christine Eger
John Ellis
Brain Elmore
Macio Estitty
Doreen Evans
Wilredo Feliciano

to learn about ...
themselves, their friends,

Top Row
Tredena Freeman
Christina French
Christina Genco
Chris Ginbey
Dana Guerra
Arnold Harris

Middle Row
Mendy Harrison
Christy Harry
Laportia Hawthorne
Joel Herard
Brandy Hill
Christa Horton

Bottom Row
Paul Hungar
Carnellia Hunt
Kenneth Ickes
Jessica Johnson
Kenta Johnson
Annalisa Jones
Top Row
John Jones
Shawn Jones
Thomas Jordan
Kelly Jura
David Justice
Robert Kemmerer

Middle Row
Kevin Kendall
Derek King
Jamie Lint
Virginia Mabe
Aki Matsutoka
Barbara Mathews

Bottom Row
Christy McKinney
Marissa McKinnies
Kenneth McPherson
Jason Meade
Earl Mike
Murphy Miller

their heritage,
and . . .
the world in which

Top Row
David Mitchell
Nathaniel Moore
Sandra Moreno
Brain Mosely
Emi Nakajima
Rebekah Norris

Middle Row
Ricardo Olivarez
Wendy Ottley
Brandon Owens
Donald Ownby
Virginia Peoples
Angela Pisoni

Bottom Row
Jeremy Rigdon
Carlos Rivera
Jarvis Roach
T.J. Roberts
Stacey Ryan
Top Row
Maria Ruff
Jennifer Sagor
Marcus Salguero
Raquel Sanchez
David Scharfbillig
Jesse Schiater

Middle Row
Robert Scott
Casey Senn
Kristina Sennet
Byron Siplin
Zsashamica Slappy
Chris Slocum

Bottom Row
Christy Smith
Anthony Stefko
Jennifer Stiver
Kikina Taylor
Neffateenia Taylor
William Taylor

they live and learn
at Berlin American High School!!!

Top Row
Warren Tetty
Christy Thomas
Natasha Thompson
Jean Tillery
Jukka Toivola
Michael Torres

Bottom Row
Michael Underwood
Heidi Vanvooren
Eric Virgin
Dan Walker
Latonya Wallace
Clarence Ware

Middle Row
Gregory Wasson
Latrina Waters
Yolanda Watkins
David Watson
Mirco Wieczorek
Clifford Williams
Top Row
Thomas Williams
Edwina Williamson
Arrin Withey
Tanya Woolridge
Raymond Woolwine
Sara Zinser

Not Pictured
Marlena Amorin
Stacey Bahr
Alfred Carvaja
Orlando Colon
Christopher Culpepper
Alexander Eteuati
Donnetta Fisher
Michael Giger
Yun Lee
Matthew O'Leary

Not Pictured
Grace Owens
Laurena Price
Monica Radziminski
James Snyder
Angel Solano
Audra Vance
Donald Weeks
Tulio Wolford
Canetra Woods
Derek Woods

8th graders group together for Science

Yeah! Class of '94!!!
Seventh Grade begins

Jennifer Abrams  
James Allen  
Melissa Allen  
Timothy Allen

Erica Ankrom  
Anthony Avila  
Donntel Bailey  
Tracie Ball

Kinshasha Banks  
Dana Baram  
Matthew Barnett  
Carrie Bemis

Sandra Bender  
Rebecca Beste  
Mary Boehm  
Christopher Bognar
to explore new ideas,

Amber Boorman
Brian Bowen
Michael Brennan
Janel Brown

Matthew Calkins
Melissa Cantu
Heather Clifford
Richard Craven

Needra Daniels
Angela Davis
Katrina Davis
Latina Davis

Tiffany Davis
Tswana Davis
Dannielle De Rouselle
Angela Denesha
changing classes,
Bryan Gardner
Ryan Garrick
Jennifer Gaudette
Sian Graham

William Gray
Darla Grice
Tandi Grue
Hassan Hamilton

C hoiron Hammond
Tina Harner
Aaron Harris
Baron Harris

Michael Harry
Kenneth Hayes
Brian Hipskind
Cathleen Houston

negotiating hallways,
acquire responsibility,

Timothy Howard
Christina Hughey
Simon Huizar III
Jaemi King

Meredith Knapp
Varian Lewis
Vernon Lewis
Wendi Lilly

Janilla Lucas
Jennifer Lucas
Mark Lance
Timothy Marrant

Dameien Marshall
David Mazzacone, Jr.
Michael McCarty
Shannon McMurray

Seventh Grade
attend dances,

Carlos Medina
Justin Miller
Karen Morgan
Dustin Mullen

Brandon Newberry
Cynthia Nicely
Lance Niles
Jose Ortiz

Jeremy Pack
Michael Parker
Jennifer Pecqueur
Cory Perry

Kerri Piotrowski
Kathleen Ramirez
Francine Rapp
Tanya Rasmussen
Chris Reed
Marlo Robinson
Christi Rought
Jorge Santiago

Lociana Segar
Denita Sherrill
Robert Silverio
Richard Silvestri

Jermeker Smith
Eunica Sora
Brandi Sparr
Stephanie Speaks

Kevin Steinman
Travis Stephenson
Kristine Sullivan
Kurt Talbot

take part in
Cynthia Terens
Fred Titiaii
Nicole Tuma
David Underwood

Miguel Velazquez
Amanda Vroman
Jennifer Vroom
Marisa Walker

Kendrick Washington
Terri Watson
Crystal Webster
Daniel Weitzel

Joseph West
Lisa Westall
Gernot Wieczorek
Deanna Williams

**school activities**
at BAHS Jr. High!

Elizabeth Williamson
Essie Wilson
James Winn
Justin Wise

Michael Wynn
Felecia Yates
Keri Zian

7th Graders pose for an exciting English class.

The lonely luncher
Ice Cream by the fence is enjoyable for Jr. High students.

The hard worker, an example for the students.

I am working, can't you see that?

Raise your hands and smile!

Jr. High is a blast for all.
The killing affection of the students!

Open mouthed enthusiasm for the life at BAHS.

Faces of all kinds are made from Jr. High students at BAHS.

Jr. High brown bag conference!
Meeting at the lunchroom table.

Showing true friendship towards all during Jr. High is important.

Do you want anything in particular from me?

Living It Up!!!
Junior High Congress

Eighth Grade Officers
Pres.: T.J. Roberts
V. Pres.: LaPortia Hawthorne
Sec.: Sandra Morena
Treas.: David Mithcel

Seventh Grade Officers
Pres.: Kurt Talbot
V. Pres.: Kevin Steinman
Sec/Treas.: Kim Gonzales

Football

This year's football team advanced to the finals of the single A Championships, something that hasn't been done in the history of BAHS. With a combined effort of all the team members, the Bears finished with an overall record of 6-2-1. In championship competition, the Bears took second place in the European Small School Championships. Players receiving special recognition are, Honorable Mention: Eric Reed (DE), Joe Hammond (NG/OT), Raphael Clark (LB), Eldred Ramtahal (TE), James Rejzek (G), Rich Edmond (QB), and Mike Haddock (DT). All-Conference: Hilton Huff (WR/DB), Jon Fleckenstein (DT/C), Chris Alford (RB), Patrick James (OT), Eldred Ramtahal (CB), Charles Green (LB). Eldred Ramtahal and Jon Fleckenstein received recognition for all Europe honors. Congratulations to the 1988 Football Team for a season well done.
Clockwise: Hilton Huff runs for the touchdown after a handoff from Rich Edmond; Hut . . . Hut . . . The Bears set up for the crucial play; just short of the first down, the Bears get up to do it again; it’s huddle time as QB Rich Edmond informs the players of the play.
Top: Kim Sullivan, Pam Tice, Michelle Fowler, Tasha Bunnell, Stephanie Carney, Cillia Batchelor, Mascots Ashley English and Deo Gromely, and Keri Cutting. Not pictured: Chelli Doxey.

The cheerleading squad this year sparked Bear Pride that carried the fall sports through their competition and gave them the added boost they needed. With practice, the cheerleaders perfected their stunts for pep rallies and kept the spirit going during the different sport seasons. It's definite because of the cheerleaders—MAROON AND WHITE IS OUT OF SIGHT.

The Bears cheerleaders fire up BAHS with one of their exciting cheers.
top: Stephanie Carney threatens Michelle Fowler that she is going to go for a little dip at the pep rally before the Homecoming Game. bottom: As usual, the Bears come out on top.

Attack with a lethal weapon, Stephanie Carney assaults Kerri Cutting with her tail. bottom: Ta! Da! The Bears are victorious again!!!
Volleyball

On the first day of practice, Coach Ballard said, "This is the year of the Bear." And it was. With a winning season, the volleyball team made it to the European Small School Championships held in Gießen, West Germany. They were defeated, nevertheless, their efforts were not in vain. Seniors Kara Talbot and Jennifer Fullerton were named to the All-Tournament and All-Conference teams. Sophomore Whitney Warren was named to the All-Conference team. JV players moved up to varsity for tournaments were Roberta Burden, Stephanie Kunkle, and Traci Hartin.

"Okay ladies," coach Ballard gives the team the advice they'll need to hit their opponent with the "MONSTER SPIKE."

Knowing serves count, Jennifer Fullerton serves the ball.

Hmm... One... two... three... Whitney Warren gets herself psyched before putting the ball into play.

The tennis worked hard this year. Their hard work payed off as they captured the “A”-Central title. Practicing at Cole Sports Center, the team was coached by Lillian Mueller, Mr. Eichner, and Tomas Wicky. The team flew to Wiesbaden earlier in the year for the European Championships. Candice Howard and Cherif Hanah competed for the singles title. In doubles competition, Wendy Stiver, Britte DeVeries, Art Swanson, and Eric Caldwell competed.

Coach Eichner throws some burgers on the grill as Greg Hall looks on drooling with hunger.
Candice Howard and Wendy Stiver take time out between matches.

Wendy Stiver gets ready to serve as Kim Newcomer waits.

Eric Caldwell and Art Swanson await in anticipation for the other side's serve.
The 1988 BAHS Golf team, coached by Mr. Bryner, consisted of ten golfers, which made it one of the largest golf teams in recent BAHS history. The team competed in four Conference shoot outs with all schools in Germany. Out of one hundred and twenty golfers, the Berlin team found their way to second many times.

Berlin hosted the Central European Golf Championships and placed third in this tournament. Outstanding golfers qualifying for the Championship included Larry Bentz, James Davis, John Marsh, and Chris Smith.

Boys

To be the best. That's what they have worked on being ... the best. The boys basketball team no longer wants to be the "doormat" in the A Central Conference. Improvement showed the entire season with rising statistics in shots and rebounds. They journeyed to Karlsruhe for the A Central European Championships and to the European Small Schools Championships held at SHAPE, Belgium.

Basketball

Left: Eric Reed goes for the shot. Above: ARGH! Jermaine Darden is determined.

Jon fights to take control to bring the Bears back into the game.
Varsity: Bottom row: Shawn Ferguson, Daryl Tell, Shawne Gaverns, Eric Reed. Top row: Kevin Hipkind (mgr.), Coach Brown, Rich Edmond, Pat James, Earl McDonald, Jermaine Darden, Al Harris, Gary Giger, Russell Ortley (mgr).


Left: Pat James soars above Otterholz. Middle: Daryl Tell gets the easy shot. Right: At the line, Daryl goes for the point.
Girls

This year's girls basketball team exploded onto the single A sport scene with a rousing victory over Osterhoiz. Led by returning players Kara Talbot and Nicole Elliot, along with Lienda Hughes, the girls definitely burned the courts up!

Coach Smith, Tamica Edwards, Jennifer Halpin, Michele Heuer, Nicky Coleman, Lienda Hughes, Wendy Gibson, Nicole Elliot, Damara Stephenson, and Coach Ellis.

Left: Kara takes time to quench her thirst with some H2O. Right: KLUTZ! Nicole gets mummified by Coach Ellis. Bottom left: I said “Go girl!” Bottom right: Hoo! Hoo! I made it!
Basketball

Coach Smith, Jodie Hyde, Tamica Edwards, Wendy Gibson, Michele Heuer, Leticia Ortiz, Damara Stephenson, and Coach Ellis.
WRESTLING

124 Wrestling
Junior Varsity

130  Mike Jillson  Coach—Mr. Roach
140  Ken  Mgr’s—Daniel Smith
160  Emerson  Brian Fatherlos
160  James Tabor

Varsity

103  Dennis Snyder
112  David Peoples
119  John Burns
125  Robert Vasques
130  Thaddeus Freeman
135  Sammy Perez
135  Andrew Feuta
135  Arron Roach
140  Chris Jillson-Capt.
145  Clarence Alston-Capt.
152  Tim Burns
160  Chris Moore
171  Tony Alston-Capt.
189  Greg Turk
Hwt.  John Nordhock
eighteen
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Memories ... etc.
Class Favorites

Best Looking: 
Randee Nelson
Sammy Perez
Most Friendly: 
Donna McWhorter
Nicole Elliot
Best Personality: 
Joy Ainsworth
Keri Cutting
Eldred Ramtahal
Most Flirtatious: 
Joy Ainsworth
James Rajzak

Biggest airheads and most likely to fall out of a tree while raking leaves:
Keri Cutting
Jon Fleckenstein

Candice Howard
Clarence Alston
Most Likely to Succeed
Greg Hall
Ashley English
Funkiest
Eric Fitzpatrick
Amy Ellis

Class Clown
Chris Marvin
and
Tey Carson
Most likely to live in Mr. Roger's neighborhood: Tey Carson
Most likely to get busted on graduation night: Joy Ainsworth and Chris Jillson
Biggest Story Teller: Cellia
              Bathchelor
              Dietrich
              Knapp

Best Physique: Joy Ainsworth
              Jon Fleckenstein

Best All-Round: Kara Talbot
              Chris Jillson
              Eldred Ramtahal
              Greg Hall

Weekend Warriors: Tomarah
              Lynn
              Masconi
              Richard
              Rapp

Shyest: Sato Kume
          Earl McDonald

Most likely to become a model:
          Joy Ainsworth
          Mike Haddock

Left: Most Spirited: Nicole Elliot and Mike Staal. Not pictured: Eric Fitzpatrick and Chris Marvin

Rights: Enquiring minds will want to know about Chris Jillson and Tasha Bunnell.

Amy Ellis and Kevin Hanson

Biggest Moochers
The eyes have it!!

Randee Nelson and Chris Jilson

Prettiest Hair
Randee Nelson and Chris Marvin

Most likely to model straight jackets: Amy Ellis and Kevin Hanson

Best Dressed: Clarence Alston and Stephanie Carney
REMEMBER

JOY AINSWORTH: "Life is too short to dance with ugly men!!"

STEPHANIE CARNEY: "Don't worry... be happy!!!"... Bobby McFerrin

WHEN

TAMMY DUNAWAY: "I remember when..."

MICHAEL HADDOCK: "You only live once, so what you leave behind let it be of value. To the fellas: Chucks, Kevin, Pat, Marshall, Des, Earl, S-N-S, and my homes El thanks for all those trippin times in '89! The football team was in all affect! To the one I care for the most... Steph... remember me and I love you with all my body!!"

DEO GROMLEY: "I'd like to thank everyone who has helped me through my high school years. I'd like to thank my mom and dad and all of my friends. Good luck to the CLASS OF '89!!"

DEALER HAWTHORNE: "Life is like an aerobics class—keep reaching for the stars."

112 Senior Baby Pictures
KARA TALBOT—"We shape our lives not by what we carry with us, but by what we leave behind.

CHELLI DOXEY—"If I knew then what I know now, I would have graduated a long time ago!!"

LYNN HARDAWAY—"A dream is nothing more than a preconceived notion of reality. It is dreams that make today and tomorrow worthwhile. May all your dreams come true CLASS OF '89!!!"
SATOKO KUME: "Well, what can I say? Life is like a lemon, sweet and sour, and sometimes like an onion; you peel one layer at a time and sometimes you weep. BUT don't worry, be happy!! Remember Berlin. Remember BAHS. And most of all, remember the CLASS OF '89! I would like to all my friends for being there whenever I needed you. I hope you'll all succeed and achieve all your dreams. Good luck in your future. I would like to thank all the teachers for your guidance. Special thanks to my loving family and my grandfathers in heaven for loving me, understanding me, supporting me. I LOVE YOU!! I'll never forget the good time I had! Good Luck to the Class of '90! You are the leaders next year. Let the good times roll!!!! P.S. Remember me as "Sato" and not "Taco".

WILLIE ROBINSON: "Live long and peacefully."

MARIE IRANZO: "Once, the road ahead seemed endless, but now that I've almost reached the end, I wish I could turn back and start this ride all over again. I want to thank each and everyone of my classmates, the Class of '89, for making this past year and a half such a memorable one. It has been a pleasure to know all of you—may happiness and success follow you everywhere. Class of '90—you are the graduating class of a new age, make the most of it. Thanks to my friends—those that are here and those that aren't for so many special moments. I love you and will never forget you. Have a fabulous life!!

GARY GIGER: "Argue for your limitations, and sure enough, they are yours."

KEVIN HANSON: "When life becomes too confused and stressful, go skiing, the best way I know to get away!!"
CHRIS MARVIN—"The world will break everyone’s hear eventually. Cherish each day of your life to the fullest extent. But never dwell in the past, or you will miss the opportunities of accomplishment of all your life long dreams and goals.

May everyone’s life be as fun as the good times we’ve had in Berlin. Prost to the class of ‘89; tchuss juice."

GREG HALL—"The game of life is nothing. It’s playing. It’s everything. To MIKE AND KAAN: Well guys, we made it. Thanks for the fun and the good times, and never forget P2 or MGM/UA. It has taken 18 years, but finally you’ll get rid of me. Never forget that I love you all dearly."

SAMMY PEREZ—"Life is not a dry pimple saved by clearasil. Make it exciting and rip through life like the roots of a pimple."

GREGORY TURK—"I’d like to thank all my friends for their support that they have given me in my high school years. Thank you Nicole for putting me on the right track. I wish all my fellow seniors the best of luck in the future. Remember——‘89 RULES!!!"

THADDEUS FREEMAN—"School is like an alley—you have to go through a lot of trash to get to the end."
KERI CUTTING—"So many days have passed and yet the memories will remain.
We see it as it once was,
We smile and then
Realize how time went by so quickly,
And we return the smile it gave,
And cherish the memories together,
The thought that we had days to share,
Before we had to part,
And we find time had not erased
Nor it's passage paled,
The times we've had together in our lives,
Are the ones not to be forgotten.
And so dear friend, I'll keep them close,
Although we'll be apart,
Your memories will be in my heart.
... TO THE CLASS OF '89 ... BEST OF LUCK!!!

JENNIFER FULLERTON—"I would be true, for there are those who trust me;
I would be pure, for there are those that care;
I would be strong, for there is much to suffer;
I would be brave, for there is much to dare." ... Howard A. Walter

LAVANYA DODDAMANI—"If I had to go through high school again, I wouldn't change a thing, especially not my friends. I want to thank all those friends and my teachers for all their help and support. I want to thank my family for being there for me. Mom, Dad, I love you very much. BAHS was the best American school I've ever been to, and I think it really is the BEST! Oh yeah—good luck to the Class of '90."

ELDEED RAMTAHAL—"Remain cool and calm in the forces of adversity, and prosperity you seek will come just as smoothly."

ANJELIA WALKER—"I've learned to be the very best,
I want it all, no time for less,
I've made the plan,
Now lay the chance here in my hands,
Give me one moment in time,
When I'm all that I thought I could be,
When all of my dreams are hardly away,
And the answers are all up to me."
... Whitney Houston

ASHLEY ENGLISH

LACIE MABE

DONNA MCWHORTER

CHRIS JILLSON

CHERIF HANAFI—"Principles and determination help us to achieve our goals. Try not to rest until the good be better, and the better be best. WALK LIKE AN EGYPTIAN!"
AMY ELLIS—“Let every smile be an inspiration to you,
Let every word you say be from the heart.
Let life have it’s way with you.
Let joy permeate your being ... it’s easy!
Let yourself go,
Let yourself be,
Let yourself love,
Experience true peace!!”

TEY CARSON—“Best of luck Class of ’89. And
to all my geeky good-remember, it will always be
‘Hot in the City!’”

TODD BENDER—“Damn the torpedoes, full speed ahead.” Admiral Faraguata. “I believe that to
have a strong America, we must have a strong defense. And to have a strong defense, everybody
contributing to this must be educated. The most wrong thing you can do is drop out of high school
and attempt to earn a living either in the civilans world or the military. An uneducated person is
more easily swayed away from the right path. This is why I am graduating from BAHS, going to
Norwich University, then serving in the United States Army. That is the best for me, my country,
my fellow citizens.”

ALLISON ELLWOOD—“Whenever I asked my
father “Can I do something? All my friends are
doing it.” He would say, ‘You never do something
because your friends are doing it. You do it be-
because it is the right thing to do. It doesn’t matter
if it is different from what your friends are doing.
Make up your own mind and persuade others to
follow you!”
... Margaret Thatcher

ROBIN PEARSON—“Make the best out of
whatever comes along. Take each day at a
time.”

PATRICK O’LEARY—TEN GREATEST GIFTS
1. drinking
2. sleeping in late
3. Rock-n-Roll
4. hot weather
5. the beach
6. waterbeds
7. toilets (for those wild nights)
8. women’s mud wrestling
9. a coke and a smoke faded jeans
10. “I would like to thanks my mom and dad for their patience, understanding
(most of the time) and love, my sister Heidi for telling me what’s cool and
what’s not, my two bro’s for driving me crazy, and Tomarah Lynn who is
ALWAYS there for me—love you, baby. Thanks!”

MIKE STAAL—“if the cloud burst thunder in your ear,
You shout and no one seems to hear,
And if your head explodes with thoughts, Forboding too,
I’ll see you on the dark side of the moon.
If the band you’re in starts playin’ Different tunes,
And if there’s no room up on the hill,
And if the dam breaks open many years Too soon,
I’ll see you on the dark side of the moon.”
KIMBERLY NEWCOMER—"The only thing you can truly keep in this world is that which comes from you. Make every second count and fill them with love and respect for yourself and those around you. '89 is the end of the eighties and our school career, but it is the beginning of a new decade in our lives. Butterfly kisses to all of my friends and I'll be praying for you. I love you, chick, you know who you are. God bless all of you!...

Kimmers"

MARTY WATSON—"You only live once and what you end up leaving behind are a lot of memories. I would like to thank my best friends Kelley, Donna and Cindy. If it wasn't for them, I wouldn't have ever made it through school. Most of all, I want to thank my mother (my very best friend) for all the things she has done for me. Thanks Dad!!"

CINDY THOMAS—"I will always cherish my memories of Berlin High. Thanks to all my friends who have been with me through the good and bad, and of course the times of our lives. Thanks Mom, Dad, and Christy for being there. Cheers to the class of '90... next round's on me!!"

CANDICE HOWARD—"As long as you love, you will be loved."

TONYA PRICE—"Never take small things for granted, those might be the most memorable and precious times in your life. To all my skieyes and all those who were always there for me: Theresa P., Dee-Dée, Nicole T., Mike H., Mom, Dad and the rest you know who you are. Nicole T—I love ya!! And last but not least... the Almighty Above!!"

CAROL PEARSON—"Yes Dog's 5'5' Troops and Troopettes. I'm chillin right hard over here! I would like to thank all the homeboys and homegirls out there (you knew who you were) I hope ya'll go to college b'cuz I would hate to be out there chillin on the one word. I'm about to break right now, so peace everybody! Berlin in FULL EFFECT! I'm outta here!!"

TONY FERGUS—"Me getting good grades is like Sammy Perez's sex life—never had it, never will."

LORI BARNETT—"Precious love, understanding the fears within, with faith we WILL move mountains, with hope we WILL endure, with Christ to guide us all the way. Here's my love to you, my heart is truly in love with you... Scotts."

CLARENCE ALSTON JR.—"A leader must first convince himself that he believes and has faith in what he is doing, before he can even attempt to lead someone else."

KASSANDRA DANIELS—"To my family and friends, thanks for everything. I couldn't have done it without your support and understanding, but most importantly, your love!!"
CHRISTY DAVIS—“Don’t worry, be happy!”

Bobby McFerrin

GREG HUBBELL—“These past four years have been exciting. It won’t be difficult to keep these memories alive within me.”

ROBERTA BURDEN—“In the years to come, we’ll all look back and say ‘We did it with a smile.’”

DENISE HIPSCHNID

JEFF WYATT

DAVID SAGOR

GOOD LUCK CLASS OF ’89!

THE BERLINER Staff

KEN EMERSON
Senior Signatures
The year has gone by and come to an end,
And boy, I'm lucky you are my friend.
It's been a long time since the very first day,
When we walked in the door and we went our way.
From class to class,
They went too fast.
The moments we shared,
It was obvious we cared.
Through the good and bad,
I would not give away the moments we had.
The dances and the parties,
And oh my goodness, all those tardies.
Because those special moments were so true,
I know my special friend will always be you.

Written by Senior Lynn Hardaway
Bush wins
Reagan tells nation goodbye
Bush assumes power

Welcome home
Commemoration brings King’s spirit to life

Bush uses special letter to thank troops abroad
Stuco brings cheer

Sunday, January 22, 1989
Ronald and Nancy return to Calif. as private citizens

Extreme-right party gains in W. Berlin vote
American quake levels cities, deaths reported in thousands

Doomed Pan Am Flight 103 bombing

Singer Roy Orbison is dead at 52

Ben Johnson

Ted Bundy

Killer Bundy executed

49ers win Super Bowl

JOSTENS

AMERICA'S CLASS RING

COMES TO

BAHS

The Greenhouse Effect

Navy F-14s shoot down 2 Libyan jets over Med

Gadhafi calls it U.S. 'terrorism'
THE ONLY THING YOU CAN CHANGE IS YOURSELF, BUT SOMETIMES THAT CHANGES EVERYTHING.

prom night

Who's next in fashion

Life the party
HOME COMING ’88

MINUTES
SECONDS

HOME 65 VISITOR 18

DOWN TO GO QTR

Spirit Week

Monday- Teachers choice Favorite Sport/ Hobby day
Tuesday- 7/8 choice Clash day
Wednesday- 9/10 choice 50's/ 60's day
Class Olympics
Thursday- 11/12 choice Roman day
JF Soccer Game 9/10-V Powder Puff 11/12
Friday- Maroon and White day
Pep Rally
Bonfire/Bonfire dance
Saturday- Cross Country
Volleyball
Football- with presentation of court at half
Homecoming Dance at Pavillon du Lac 8-12pm
One Moment in Time

The Court:

7 Grade Reps: Kurt Talbot, Kim Perez
8 Grade Reps: T.J. Roberts, LaPortia Hawthorne
9 Baron, Baroness: Adrienne Sora, Jeannie Aguigui
10 Lord, Lady: Bruce Sora, Whitney Warren
11 Duke, Dutchess: Charles Greene, Pam Tice
12 Prince, Princesses: Mike Haddock, Cillia Batchelor

KING and QUEEN: Sammy Perez, Allison Elwood
1. Junior "girls" psyched for the game.
2. Seniors Cindy and Donna, ready to play.
3. Seniors show us their stuff.
4. Rich Edmond, our QB.
5. Keri Lee does the "wild thing"
6. Everyone has to work for a victory!
Extra!!

WE couldn't forget you! P.S.
You're not in color.

A road of memories laid behind me,
Full of twists and turns,
And exits I never chose to take.
As the road turns ahead of me,
I glance back behind me,
Realizing there is no turning back . . .
I see an exit ahead of me,
So I signal and steer down the road of tomorrow. . . . L.H. '89
Robert E. Sennett came to Berlin American High School in 1973. He was a science teacher until 1984, when he became deputy principal. Mr. Sennett was a familiar sight in the hallways, wearing his famous plaid pants and paisley ties. Earlier this year he was appointed as the first principal of the new Hanau Middle School, and he left BAHS in late September. The students of Berlin American High School miss him and wish him good luck. Therefore, we dedicate this 88-89 BERLINER to Mr. Sennett.

"Goodbye BAHS students—I appreciated you, I enjoyed working with you, I'll remember you always."—Mr. Sennett

Yearbook Dedication
U.S. Berlin Command

MG R.E. Haddock, U.S. Commander Berlin

BG C.G. Marsh, Commander Berlin Brigade

Col. J.E. Counts, Chief of Staff
BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN'S
TUNNEL OF LOVE EXPRESS TOUR
Candice,

We are proud of you and love you more than words can say. You will always be our “baby girl.”

Good Luck!
Love,
Mom & Dad

Even though we fuss and fight, I love you and will miss you!

Tim

Dear Tomarah Lynn, Hurray! You made it! Here’s to all the joys we’ve shared; the many trials we’ve faced as one; the disagreements that have resulted in major battles! And battles they were . . . but the end resulting in a very precious reward—your growing into a “terrific” young woman. Just remember—you’re the one to please now, the one to respect, the one to live for! Celebrate your life. Love lasts forever, Dad, Mom, Shannon, Mandy, and Princess too!

Jennifer,

Congratulations! We are very proud of you and your accomplishments. We treasure the special moments along the way.
WATCH OUT DAVIS—HERE SHE COMES!

We like you and love you.

Mom and Dad

Deo,

Congrats! To the best daughter any parents could ask for. You are unique, fun, and very special. Thank you for always giving your best, with a smile, regardless of what was asked of you. Keep your dreams and they will be reality before you know it.

Love, Mom & Dad
To Kelley-
Congratulations to our 1989 graduate. We love you very much.
Dad, Mom, & Wendi

To our dearest Shannon—
with much love and best wishes for your future. With such a good head on your shoulders, we know you will do well. You are indeed a very special person! We are very proud of your great inner strength and individuality and we are so glad we are your parents!
Love
Mom & Dad

Congratulations
Lynn!
May all your dreams come true.

We love you-
Mom, Dad,
Ben, Lady, and Puff

WATCH OUT CREIGHTON!
HERE SHE COMES!

Last to fly from the nest
Congratulations Kevin
If you know Who you are and What
you want and Why you want it And
if you have Confidence in yourself
and A strong will to obtain Your
desires and A very positive attitude
You can make Your life Yours If
you ask——
We love you very much.
God Bless
Mom, Dad, & Michael

There's a miracle called
friendship
that dwells within the heart,
And you don't know how it happens
Or when it get's its start . . .
But the happiness it brings you
Always gives a special lift,
And you realize that friendship
is God's most precious gift.

KARA!
WE made it! Yeah!
After this year,
the "real world"
will be easy!
I love you!!

-Tiff

Congratulations!

to BAHS
Class of '89-
especially to
our son,

Chris!

Ben & Kathleen Jillson

Keri Lee,
You are a special young lady. We
are very proud of you, not only for
all you have accomplished, but for
the person you have become.
May God always keep you in His
constant care.

Much love to you,
Mom, Dad, John, Mike
For Our Little Girl
In the Halloween Tree

Who isn't so little anymore

We love you Lots, Tash,
and we're very proud of you!

Dad, Mom, and the Bartus too
to all “my” Seniors,

May you follow the motto of my alma mater and “become all you are capable of being.”

Adios,
Sharon Knapp

We were volleyball '88 but we are forever friends!
Capt. Christy Davis
Capt. Kara Talbot
Jennifer Allen
Marie Chandlee
Valarie Roach
A-Jay Walker
Whitney Warren

From the little people, to the big people.

Ashley,
You are a very special person and we are so proud of you.
All our love, prayers, and hopes.
Mom, Dad, and Allison

Congratulations on your Graduation!
The Children’s Center Association

"Children learn what they live."
Dear Ladies and Gentlemen and Students of the American High School,

We thank you for your interest to hear the opinions of the parents of your students of the BAHS.

Please allow me to introduce myself. I am Gerhard Gisy (father of John Gisy), born in Berlin in 1909. I went to school in Berlin in 1915, during the first world war. This was a terrible time for most people in a big town like this. It was not possible to organize transport of food for about four million people under war conditions.

Years later I remember the Christian Quakers of America earned a great merit of Appreciation as after the war they sent milk powder, cocoa, corned beef and much more to Germany; they prevented the dying of thousands of German children by serving them lunch.

I could write a book about this time in Germany. We were more than fifty boys in one classroom, because there were no more teachers. The young generation was all in the War of Kaiser Wilhelm II against nearly the whole world as a result of a very bad Imperialistic politic.

When the war was over, two millions of the German Youths were dead.

In the years of 1918 and 1919, I was ten years old. We boys were just among the Revolution in Berlin with fights all around us in the streets, and machine guns firing around us as we went to school. I finished school at age fifteen, with 6 years of French and 3 years of English.

My father was a well known person in the Shoe Industry and so I started in the Manufacturing of Shoes. In the years 1930-32 I worked quite successfully in the English Shoe Industry; I had many friends in England.

I remember that nobody could imagine that a second world war was possible in Europe. I would if I could blot out the darkest chapter in German History.

If you should ask me what I would wish if I had two wishes, I would answer: The first would be not to have been German in the years from 1933 till 1945 and not to have lived in Europe during those years.

The second wish is: I would like to be a school boy like John again and be allowed to go to the Berlin American High School.

I believe with few words I have said everything and please take it as a compliment for all that your school represents. I am happy that I could afford this school for my son, John. I am sure he will remember his years at the BAHS and be grateful for them with great respect.

I know John made trouble sometimes and his Mother has to ask for your understanding. I thank you for your patience. We want to thank your wonderful staff of teachers and counselors once more for giving him a good foundation of basic knowledge for the life he is beginning now.

yours sincerely,
Gerhard Gisy

[Signature]

Ada 15
Congratulations and Thank you for your Continued Support

HAIR BOBBY
WALTRAUDSTR. 38
1000 BERLIN 37
TEL. 813 77 08

VIDE WORLD

AMERICAN VIDEO CLUB
.5 MINUTE WALK FROM BB HOUSING AREA!

MONDAY-FRIDAY 1200-1900
SATURDAY 1000-1700
CLOSED SUN & GERMAN HOLS.

BEST WISHES TO THE GRADUATING CLASS OF '89 FROM
AFN BERLIN
AM • FM • TV

WALTRAUDSTR. 38 - 1 BERLIN 37
TEL. 813 89 51
Congratulations to the graduating Class of 1989!

From the Athletic Booster Club
Best wishes to the Class of '89!

From the men and women of the 690th Electronic Security Wing

We've always been there one for another; we've laughed and we've cried and stayed with each other. We've seen the world and learned how to lead; together we've planned what our school did need. Is it all over now, do we have to say good bye? We must go our separate ways and pray for luck as we try. We go on with our lives it is true we must part, but we'll always be together for friendship gives wings to the heart.

I'll miss you!
Kara, Ashley, Jennifer

To our Dieuxber daughter,
You've been such a good girl. You're not quiet, You're loud. Where ever you go, you stand out in the crowd. Whatever you try we know you can dieux it, because you're a rossiter. We hope your life will be filled with joy and laughter. Love, Daddy, Mommy, Kurt, L.E., Boates and Spoge.

The BAHS Times

Congratulations to the Class of 1989, we know you'll make headlines along the way!
Congratulations!

to the Graduates of ‘89.
sincere best wishes for your
future, and hopes that
we’ve made this year a
memorable one!

SPIRIT WEEK
1988

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MONDAY</th>
<th>TUESDAY</th>
<th>WEDNESDAY</th>
<th>THURSDAY</th>
<th>FRIDAY</th>
<th>SATURDAY</th>
<th>SUNDAY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>7/8: Clash Day</td>
<td>9/10: 50's &amp; 60's Day</td>
<td>11/12: Roman Day</td>
<td>Maroon &amp; White Day</td>
<td>Tennis vs. Bamberg</td>
<td>Time to Relax!!!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Favorite Sport/Hobby Day</td>
<td>Show Your Spirit - Buy a shirt</td>
<td>Class Olympics - Short Assembly</td>
<td>Powder Puff Games JV Varsity</td>
<td>Pep Rally - Short Assembly</td>
<td>Volleyball/CC vs. Karlsruhe/HH</td>
<td>Sponsored by Student Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cafeteria Decorations 3-5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bonfire/Bonfire Dance 7-12-yea 7:10p</td>
<td>Football vs. Gessen 1/2 Time Show</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sponsored by Student Council.
Don't worry-
Be happy!!!

... Bobby McFerrin
Don’t forget me
when I'm gone.

... Glass Tiger
This year has gone by all too quickly, but I am glad we made it. I hope this yearbook does for you what we tried to do, preserve the memories. I thank all the students for the little things they did. I hope all your dreams come true and you enjoy the rest of the year. Thanks yearbook staff, you know who you are.

Jennifer Fullerton
1st Semester editor

Farewell...

It's over. Another school year has come and gone. Thank goodness we made it through it all ... yearbook, sports, weekends. But the bad thing about it all is parting from those we've cared about and created memories to last with.

I hope we've done that for you, created memories with this book. I know this book will never equal the moments that each of you has locked within your heart. But in these pages is something unforgettable ... the 1989 school year.

Thank you, thank you the student body for doing all the things that make a school year what it is: the sports, Homecoming, the dances, and parties.

Thank you faculty for letting yearbook take pictures, providing the names, and letting us borrow from you your time.

Thank you Mrs. Norris for letting me use your copier and for your smile that lifted my spirits when my head was down.

Thank you Mom for putting up with running film for development when there is no way I can ever repay you or thank you enough for your time and unconditional kindness.

And most of all, thank you Jennifer, Allen, Melanie, Angel, Carmen, and Kenneth for coming through in the end. I admire you all for your dedication. And I thank all those that contributed the best they could.

Perhaps for those of us who worked on this book, the only reward and praise we will receive is what we will find within ourselves when we open the cover. So, I encourage all of you who will be at B.A.H.S. to care, to care enough to preserve the happiness that we have felt, and what will be felt in the years to come.

I wish for all of you all the best that you may discover and create. Maybe one day, we'll come across one another again. When we do, I hope we open up the cover of this book and laugh.

May your future be full of laughter and memories to come.

Lynn Hardaway
2nd Semester editor

"And in today walks tomorrow."
... Samuel Taylor Coleridge

"We are tomorrow's past."
... Mary Webb